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Beautiful Enemy Piper Lawson 2021-05-12 Enjoy this steamy British billionaire romance novel from USA Today bestselling author Piper Lawson! I sold my soul to a

romance, free romance ebooks, Billionaires in Disguise, Rock Stars in Disguise, sports romance, golf, golfer, PGA, Masters,

man I hate. Now, he owns me. I had a plan: sign a contract and board a plane to Ibiza. The anonymous deal would salvage the smoldering wreckage of my life. It

A Billionaire in Disguise Blair Babylon 2021-06-11 The first Billionaires in Disguise Romance from USA Today Bestselling Author Blair Babylon! Everyone tells you

would not involve billionaire Harrison King, the reason I need saving in the first place. He’s as beautiful as he is ruthless. A British business titan who makes a living

that a reckless tryst at a party will ruin your life, but somehow I ended up with a hot billionaire with a royal secret. I’m just a small-town girl, and I messed up and

getting what he wants. The man flies private. Dates supermodels. But the crisp accent and cocky smirk don’t fool me. He’s a gentleman on the outside, a savage

lost my college scholarship. I was broke. But then I met tall, ripped, tantalizing Wulf, whose sapphire-blue eyes warmed when I was joking around while we

beneath. He knows nothing about compromise, and even less about love. Because after my attempt to publicly stand up for those who needed it, he destroyed my

waltzed, and I did something that anyone would tell you is stupid. I found out that night that he was ripped under his tuxedo, with broad shoulders and biceps like

reputation. Now, he’s come for the rest of me. I can’t escape him, no matter what he has planned. But the first rule of war is never underestimate your opponent.

steel. And then I found out he was wealthy. Not rich. Wealthy. I’d already figured out he was into some wild stuff. But he was more than I thought. So much more.

Harrison King might know my secrets… But kings keep secrets too. BEAUTIFUL ENEMY is an enthralling, explosive full-length billionaire romance novel from

And that was the problem. I fell in love with him that night, the night he saved me, and then I was the one who was screwed. . . . USA Today Bestselling Author

USA Today bestselling author Piper Lawson. It is book 1 in the addictive new ENEMIES trilogy. EDITORIAL REVIEWS: ★★★★★ “Beautiful Enemy has the spice

Blair Babylon writes bestselling romance books that will free your mind. These five star billionaire boss, enemies to lovers, friends to lovers, and romantic comedy

of romance and brute force of a cage fight. Drama. Suspense. Temptation. Lawson finds a place for each and every conflicting emotion and creates a combustible

romantic novels quickly turn into suspense thriller books that will make your pulse pound and soothe your heart. Whether the couple are trapped in a pretend

inferno.” -Isha, Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★ “Captivatingly sexy and fresh. It consumed me.” -Beautiful Chaos Reviews ★★★★★ “Overflowing with drama and

marriage or there’s only one bed, Blair’s books are like romancing your own duke, mister, or billionaire. Some are an ugly cry, some are an affair to remember with a

suspense. Rae and Harrison will take you on an emotional roller coaster.” -BP34, Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★ “I am not usually a fan of the billionaire sweeps poor

king or a prince, and some are a few shades darker, but all are unputdownable. Fans of Danielle Steel, E.L. James, Helen Hardt, Anna Todd, and Charlotte Byrd will

girl off her feet trope, but this book grabbed me by the heart strings and tugged hard. Leaves you breathless and wanting more.” -Amanda, Goodreads reviewer

love Blair's romantic books and romance audiobooks. Set your heart free and download these fantastic, complete series!

★★★★★ “Powerful and full of feels...my new obsession.” -Stital, Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★ “WOW! My heart stuttered at the ending! Keeps you gripped.” -

One Night in Monaco Blair Babylon 2020-08-18 One night in Monaco, my best friend, Maxence, disappeared. I have no idea what Maxence was doing in Monaco that

Suzanne, Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★ “What an explosive couple...I cannot wait for more!!!” -Nicola, Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★ “I love Piper’s musical world of

night. Yeah, he loves the Monte Carlo casino—the venue of British spy movies, billionaires, Russian mafia, and roulette. But too many people in Monaco think he

Wicked, and this new saga is just as delicious.” -Michelle, Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★ “Loud, gritty, hot and freaking amazing!!! Little Queen and her King will

might be a danger to them. He never should have been there. But he was. So was Simone. She's trouble from our past at boarding school. Her husband is a good friend

burn up your pages.” -Debbie, Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★ “This book was amazing! I’m in love with Harrison and Rae.” -Kristen, Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★ “I

of some of the people who would be happier if Maxence wasn’t around anymore. They tell me Maxence was here in the casino, and then a few minutes later, he was

want a Harrison, pretty please with whipped cream and a cherry on top...I was completely blown away by this book.” -Shelly, Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★

gone. Like he dropped off the face of the Earth. Or like he was dropped off a cliff and into the blue Mediterranean Sea, which was just a few feet from where he was

“Suspense, romance...Enemies to lovers at its best! Can’t wait to get my hands on the second installment. HIGHLY recommend.” -Anneli, Goodreads reviewer

standing. Arthur and I are here to find Maxence, no matter what it takes. But we're afraid we'll end up finding his body. Google Subjects: series or anthology,

★★★★★ “I felt every touch, every emotion through Pipers writing. I absolutely LOVE books that just transport me away so clearly... Beautiful Enemy is one of those

billionaire millionaire rich wealthy, nobility royalty aristocrat, rock star, comedy humor, office workplace, new adult, billionaire, rich wealthy, royalty, aristocrat,

books. 5 outstanding, phenomenal Stars.” -Cat, Goodreads reviewer *** KEYWORDS: Alpha, Alpha billionaire, alpha male, billionaire, travel, billionaire romance, alpha

prince, millionaire, women's fiction, historical, 21st century, quick read, short, serial, romance, suspense, thriller, erotic romance, free romance books, free romance
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Hero Samantha Young 2015 "Alexa Holland's father was her hero--until her shocking discovery that her mother and she weren't his only family. Ever since, Alexa

Adult, best seller, series, romance novels, love story, alpha, bully, angst. Readers also enjoyed books by: Carrie Ann Ryan, Corinne Michaels, Susan Stoker, Natasha

has worked to turn her life in a different direction and forge her own identity outside of his terrible secrets. But when she meets a man who's as damaged by her

Madison, Chelle Bliss, Christina Lauren, Colleen Hoover, Talia Hibbert, Helena Hunting, Elle Kennedy, Kristen Callihan, Melissa Foster, Bella Andre, Sarina Bowen,

father's mistakes as she is, Alexa must help him"--

Vi Keeland, Winter Renshaw, Meghan March, Willow Winters, Carly Phillips, Erika Wilde, Kendall Ryan, Jillian Dodd, Melissa Foster, Nana Malone, Anna Todd,

Tangled Blair Babylon 2022-03-08 Colleen’s troubles started 48 hours ago, when a tall, hot billionaire accidentally got her fired. But Tristan “Twist” King felt bad about

Lauren Blakely, Julia Kent, Siobhan Davis, Vivian Wood, JS Scott, LJ Shen, Louise Bay, TL Swan, Nicole Snow, MS Parker, Lucy Score, Ava Harrison, Parker S

it, so he hired her to fly all over the States with him as a “consultant.” Since then, she’s been shot at, threatened, and sort of-inducted into the Russian mafia against her

Huntington, Ivy Layne, Tia Louise and Ainsley St Claire.

will. Which was all worth it after she sneaked into Tristan’s hotel room one night with the keycard he gave her. One glorious, spicy night where he did things she’d

Keep Me (Twist Me #2) Anna Zaires 2014-09-30 Book 2 in the New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Dark Romance Trilogy Abducted at eighteen. Held

never dreamed of before. And then the next afternoon, too. But she messed everything up by helping one of the bad guys’ teenaged victims escape. Now the Russians

captive for 15 months. It reads like one of those headlines. And yes, I did it. I stole her. Nora, with her long dark hair and silky skin. She’s my weakness, my obsession.

are hunting her. And the only way to keep ahead of the bratva is to keep travelling with Tristan on his private jet to the most glamorous places in the world, And

I’m not a good man. I never pretended to be one. She can love me, but she can’t change me. I can, however, change her. My name is Julian Esguerra, and Nora is

looking over her shoulder the whole time. A person can’t live like that, but their days are glamorous and exciting and their nights are amazing. Something has to

mine to keep. ***Keep Me is the sequel to Twist Me, told from Nora & Julian’s POV.***

break. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Tristan King has something the Russian organized crime lords are after, and they’ll stop at nothing to get it. The reason he’s so

Royal Romance Superbundle Boxed Set Blair Babylon 2021-06-21 12 Books. 3 Complete series. 3 Hot-as-heck royal billionaires to knock your socks off. Do you dream

wealthy is that he’s a computer genius, and he’s created some programs that would be devastating in the wrong hands. The Russian mafia is very definitely the

about meeting a mysterious man with singular tastes? Or a rising star who will give you the world? How about a man who says he’s just an idle rich nobody, but his

wrong hands. But now his life is tangled up with Colleen Frost’s. She sweet, and funny, and smart as a whip. And she’s just as into those as Tristan is, too. Tristan King

alter ego is famous? How about all three of those guys, and their stories are interconnected, richly woven, and just more than your average romance novel? Together

has found his soulmate, but both their lives are in danger. The only way to stay ahead of the Russian mob is to keep moving. They jet around the world, exploring a

for the first time! Here’s the complete stories of Wulf von Hannover, Theo Valencia, and Alexandre Valentine, all wrapped up in a special boxed set just for you. This

different city every day and exploring each other every night in a different bed. He could go on like this forever. But the Russian mafia is catching up with them. It

special boxed set includes the novels plus the short stories and epilogues for all three series, and they’re all in correct reading order. These layered, intricate stories will

has to end. Tristan has to save her. Behind every great fortune lies a great crime, and Tristan "Twist" King has to commit his to save both himself and Colleen.

have you gasping from surprise . . . and more. "The chemistry Wulf and Raegan have is amazing and the fact that they are both so stubborn makes their relationship

TANGLED is the final book in the Twisted and Tangled Duet! The Scholarship Mafia series will continue next with Micah in SHINE. Don’t miss a book in this

funny at times. The series covers everything from finding out about the good, bad, and ugly of each other to meeting the family. There are raw emotions in these

amazing series! USA Today Bestselling Author Blair Babylon writes bestselling romance books that will free your mind. These five star billionaire boss, enemies to

books." ~~Random Musesomy Book Blog This [Theo and Lizzy] series just takes my breath away. Breathless!!!! That's how this book made me feel from beginning to

lovers, friends to lovers, and romantic comedy romantic novels quickly turn into suspense thriller books that will make your pulse pound and soothe your heart.

end. It was one of those books I just couldn't put down until some of my questions were answered. I was constantly on the edge of my seat anxiously hoping it would

Whether the couple are trapped in a pretend marriage or there’s only one bed, Blair’s books are like romancing your own duke, mister, or billionaire. Some are an

turn out the way I hoped. I had this same sense of anxious excitement from the very first book of this series and it has not left me yet. This is not your typical cliched

ugly cry, some are an affair to remember with a king or a prince, and some are a few shades darker, but all are unputdownable. Fans of Danielle Steel, E.L. James,

romance novel,where you can tell practically from the first page what is going to happen. Oh no! This book has you waiting with bated breath to see what happens

Helen Hardt, Anna Todd, and Charlotte Byrd will love Blair's romantic books and romance audiobooks. Set your heart free and download these fantastic, complete

next. I cannot wait for the next book. Ms Babylon is a genius,who proves every skeptic who says all romance novels are alike, wrong! All I can say is they have never

series!

read an erotic romance Blair Babylon style. ~~Karen R. Amazon Review. “Literary GOLD. Of the three BID books I have read thus far, this is by far my favorite. I

Fallen for Him Clair Delaney 2018-02-12 A Contemporary Romantic Erotic Drama/ Suspense/ Thriller/ Romance Series. Life has seldom been kind to Coral Stevens.

haven’t cried this much about a book in forever! I mean I literally cried through the final 20 pages of Xan & Georgie’s book.… I mean I tear up every time just thinking

Yet after years of hard work, therapy and friends - she is standing on her own two feet, somewhat comfortable and in control of her own destiny...Or so she thinks.

about it. Ever had a book that touches your romantic spirit? Ever had a book that breaks your heart? Ever had a book that touched your musical soul? Well this one

When her boss and good friend of fifteen years chooses to sell the company, it sets Coral's small world spinning, shattering her carefully constructed routine - and

does that. ADVICE: Do yourself a favor, and don’t read these books out of order. I am glad that I went back and read these books in order.” – Just Because, Amazon

places her in the sights of business mogul Tristan Freeman, a man too handsome for his own good...And her new boss. Sparks fly and fate whispers when they meet,

Reviewer INCLUDES: A Billionaire in Disguise -- Billionaires in Disguise: Wulf #1 A Tycoon Undercover -- Billionaires in Disguise: Wulf #2 A Prince, Incognito --

sending them both reeling with the intensity of their reactions. Tristan follows his heart and pursues her, but Coral doesn't trust anything - especially her own heart.

Billionaires in Disguise: Wulf #3 Billionaire Ever After -- Billionaires in Disguise: Wulf #4 (Stories and Epilogues below) Falling Hard -- Billionaires in Disguise: Lizzy

How can she let him in after everything that has happened? Her life is her own, yet it's on shaky ground, easily jarred by fear, love and the never ending pull of

#1 Playing Rough -- Billionaires in Disguise: Lizzy #2 Breaking Rules -- Billionaires in Disguise: Lizzy #3 Burning Bright -- Billionaires in Disguise: Lizzy #4

destiny. Fate, it seems will help Tristan along the way and put him in Coral's path when she least expects it, and when she needs him more than she knows. But with

“Alwaysland” -- Billionaires in Disguise: Xan Prequel Every Breath You Take -- Billionaires in Disguise: Xan #1 Wild Thing -- Billionaires in Disguise: Xan #2

the ghosts of her past still haunting her, can Coral finally exorcise these demons, face her darkest fears and allow the irresistible Tristan into her heart? New 2018

“Skiing in June” -- A Billionaires in Disguise: Wulf and Rae Epilogue “Kidnapped” -- A Billionaires in Disguise: Wulf and Rae Epilogue “Rae and Wulf: At the

Edition includes a full edit. This is a British Novel and is written in UK English. Reviews For Fallen For Him "I cannot rave about this trilogy enough! It sizzles with

Hospital” -- An Epilogue to the Epilogue “Kidnapped” Lay Your Hands On Me -- Billionaires in Disguise: Xan #3 Nothing Else Matters -- Billionaires in Disguise: Xan

longing, intensity and love. Tristan is amazing, sweet, handsome, funny and sooo sexy!!! He is my new book boyfriend!" 5 stars - LibraryThing "This is the first

#4 “Montreux” -- A Billionaires in Disguise: Wulf and Rae Epilogue “Dream On” -- Billionaires in Disguise: Xan Epilogue #1 “Keep Dreaming” -- Billionaires in

installment of the series and it packs a powerful punch! I am in love with Tristan myself. He is just so perfect. I love Coral's character also. She's sweet, witty and has a

Disguise: Georgie and Xan Epilogue #2 “Small Miracles” -- Billionaires in Disguise: Georgie and Xan Epilogue #3 Once Upon A Time -- Billionaires in Disguise: Flicka

caring heart. This is a wonderful story that's going to go far in the world of romance reading." 5 stars - Goodreads "This romance was very real, very raw, and very

USA Today Bestselling Author Blair Babylon writes bestselling romance books that will free your mind. These five star billionaire boss, enemies to lovers, friends to

readable." 5 stars - Amazon.co.uk "A captivating and heartfelt story of trying to move on and survive the past, when all you can see is how impossible a struggle that is.

lovers, and romantic comedy romantic novels quickly turn into suspense thriller books that will make your pulse pound and soothe your heart. Whether the couple

I've not been drawn into, or been this emotionally invested in a book for a long time." 5 stars - Goodreads "Great Read!" 5 stars - Barnes & Noble "Bought the trilogy all

are trapped in a pretend marriage or there’s only one bed, Blair’s books are like romancing your own duke, mister, or billionaire. Some are an ugly cry, some are an

together. Fantastic read. Lovely story and not your typical romance. I cannot recommend highly enough." 5 stars - Amazon.co.uk "The last few pages had my eyes

affair to remember with a king or a prince, and some are a few shades darker, but all are unputdownable. Fans of Danielle Steel, E.L. James, Helen Hardt, Anna Todd,

glossing over as I was becoming so engrossed with each step Coral was taking. It's like I'm there, holding her hand and willing her to take a chance with her heart. I

and Charlotte Byrd will love Blair's romantic books and romance audiobooks. Set your heart free and download these fantastic, complete series!

finished this and went straight to Amazon and bought book two." 5 stars - Goodreads "One of my favourite." 5 stars - Barnes & Noble Get Fallen For Him Today! This

Twisted Blair Babylon 2021-12-14 Behind every great fortune lies a great crime, and for Tristan "Twist" King, the time has come to commit his. Tristan is twenty-six

book was previously published as Coral - A Romance Trilogy, Book One (The story itself remains the same)

years old, six-feet-four, wealthy, frighteningly good at day-trading stocks, and lives on a yacht in Monaco. The Prince of Monaco is his buddy from boarding school, and

Dragons and Magic Blair Babylon 2019-07-07 Mating fever is for old dragons, idle romantics, and suckers.Mathonwy, Duke Draco, absolutely, positively, definitely isn't

his other friends are billionaires, politicians, CEOs, actors, and rock stars. He dates heiresses, minor princesses, models, and Fortune 50 VPs. He has it all. But a debt has

falling into a mating fever for the new little witch, Bethany Aura, whom his company just hired to whip a new Las Vegas casino into shape. The casino is behind

come due, and Tristan needs a large amount of stock of a certain company, GameShack. If he doesn't produce it, he’ll be in debt for the rest of his life. It’s worth far

schedule, over budget, and a shambling mess of construction debris and dirt. Angel investors are arriving in a month, and someone in the finance department is

more money than Tristan has. It's more money than anyone has. To get the stock, Tristan has to destroy GameShack. He haunts the stock forum SherwoodForest day

embezzling money.But his eyes are changing color to flowing, molten gold, he keeps showing up to hang around Bethany, and he obsesses with buying diamonds and

and night, looking for a crack in the company's financial armor, until the forum's moderator, QueenMod, suspects his motives and trolls his every move. But he’ll

gold to drape all over her, as if she had been dipped in his hoard.But Mathonwy has a job to do. He's the CFO for Dragons Den, Inc., and he might be crowned the next

figure it out. He has to. Otherwise, he’ll not only be broke and in debt, but it will probably cost him his life. What Tristan hadn't counted on was meeting Colleen

king of New Wales, though he's not particularly sure he wants that job. He's six feet, six inches tall, ripped from flying instead of taking a plane, and on a dozen

Frost, a perky, funny GameShack employee while on a recon trip. She has no idea what he's up to, or so he thought. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ By day, Colleen Frost

committees and boards in New Wales. He has a career. He has a position as a nobleman in his community. He's too young to settle down with a fated mate.Yet, as

works the register at GameShack, but by night, she's a moderator on the infamous stock market activist website SherwoodForest. She's paid back half her student loans

Bethany casts her glittery, sparkling spells and summons adorable, fluffy creatures to clean away the wreckage and arrange the furniture, Mathonwy watches.He can't

by trolling short-traders who tried to make a quick buck by setting companies on fire and selling the ashes. And it's fun, too. When her sub-forum begins to crackle

take his eyes off of her.But he isn't falling into mating fever.Introducing Love Spells - Get your Laugh Out Loud Paranormal here!

with rumors that someone is trying to crash GameShack's stock, she suspects forum member TwistyTrader might be in on it. So, she dogs him every time he's online,

The Smartphone Paradox Alan J. Reid 2018-08-21 The Smartphone Paradox is a critical examination of our everyday mobile technologies and the effects that they

calling out his baloney and making his forum life a living heck. But when a tall, handsome hunk named Tristan King with incredible sapphire eyes walks into her

have on our thoughts and behaviors. Alan J. Reid presents a comprehensive view of smartphones: the research behind the uses and gratifications of smartphones, the

GameShack store and starts flirting with her, all the while chatting about her favorite videogame, she gives him her online contact info, which turns into a coffee date,

obstacles they present, the opportunities they afford, and how everyone can achieve a healthy, technological balance. It includes interviews with smartphone users

which turns into more. And that's when things get TWISTED. . . . . . . USA Today Bestselling Author Blair Babylon writes bestselling romance books that will free

from a variety of backgrounds, and translates scholarly research into a conversational tone, making it easy to understand a synthesis of key findings and conclusions

your mind. These five star billionaire boss, enemies to lovers, friends to lovers, and romantic comedy romantic novels quickly turn into suspense thriller books that

from a heavily-researched domain. All in all, through the lens of smartphone dependency, the book makes the argument for digital mindfulness in a device age that

will make your pulse pound and soothe your heart. Whether the couple are trapped in a pretend marriage or there’s only one bed, Blair’s books are like romancing

threatens our privacy, sociability, attention, and cognitive abilities.

your own duke, mister, or billionaire. Some are an ugly cry, some are an affair to remember with a king or a prince, and some are a few shades darker, but all are

Bending the Rules Mariah Dietz 2020-04-29 It started with a crush.The best stories always do.Our story sounds predictable.Short-lived.Destined for failure.It was

unputdownable. Fans of Danielle Steel, E.L. James, Helen Hardt, Anna Todd, and Charlotte Byrd will love Blair's romantic books and romance audiobooks. Set your

anything but.Lincoln Beckett was the star wide receiver at Brighton University-smart, funny, and like many would guess, heartbreak shined in his blue eyes and

heart free and download these fantastic, complete series!

was etched across his steel jaw.He was popular, a guaranteed draft pick, and worst of all: My brother's best friend.It's a tale of unrequited love.I tried not to like him.I

Protecting His Forever LeAnn Ashers

had an entire list of rules.Rules that led me to Derek Jones.Derek's the other starting wide receiver for Brighton University.A transfer who's proving to be a

Hero Julia Sykes 2016-06-17 Dex... I don't have a heart left to give anyone. So when my friend tries to set me up with romance author Chloe Martin, the only answer

promising athlete who doesn't play by the rules.His brown eyes hold promises-ones solely for me.When Lincoln offers me a sideways glance, Derek stares.And when

I can give is "hell no." Unfortunately for me, Chloe is also a journalist working a story on the Latin Kings, and my boss orders me to protect her while she carries out

Derek leans closer, it's Lincoln whose touch I feel.Adversaries on the field-and now off.It wasn't meant to be a love triangle.That was reserved for the classics, Gatsby

her research. But she's so reckless, I'm going to have my hands full keeping her alive, let alone keeping her in line. Chloe... FBI agent Dex Scott is sexy as sin and

and Mr. Darcy.I've never been uncertainUntil n

completely off-limits. After what my bastard ex-husband put me through, I'm not interested in intimacy of any kind. But the chemistry between us is undeniable, and

Royal Blair Babylon 2021-05-18 Dree has been swindled, chased, heartbroken, conscripted, and kidnapped. What on Earth could be worse than all that? Don’t ask. Don’t

when Dex makes it clear that he wants to help with my research in the field and in the bedroom, I can't resist. His protective instincts turn possessive as dangers from

miss this exciting book in the Maxence saga! Is this the first Maxence book you’ve run across? Start the series with the first book, ROGUE. Her ex-boyfriend was

my past and present rise up to threaten me. The powerful Dom demands my submission and my love. He won't relent until he breaks down all my walls, including

supposed to propose in Paris, but instead, he swindled her out of every penny she had. Now, the hottest man she’s ever seen has an indecent proposal to get her on her

the ones that protect my ravaged heart.

feet, and on her back, and on her knees.

Burning Bright, a Romance Novel Blair Babylon 2014-07-25 The thrilling conclusion to the Billionaires in Disguise: Lizzy series. Anything worth burning is worth

A Tycoon Undercover Blair Babylon 2021-05-29

burning down. Lizzy has broken her contract with Mannix and destroyed her growing relationship with Theo, but now Mannix is stalking her, trying to get her

Working Stiff Blair Babylon 2016-05-11 Here's the problem: when Rox was hired, she told her smoking-hot boss Cash that she was married, but she's not. Now, three

back. She wants time away to think, so she manages to get past the sports reporters stalking her at her dorm, where Georgie has received a text from Rae telling them

years later, she's kind of accidentally living with him, and he's being a perfect gentleman, dang it.Everybody in the office said that Cash was a heartbreaker, that he'd

to get on a plane to Paris. Lizzy flies away to Europe, believing that she will be safe from Mannix and gain some time to think about Theo, but when both men show

bump her and dump her, so Rox decided not to become a statistic. She went out and bought herself some rings of the finest cubic zirconia so that she could work with

up in the City of Light, she can’t escape the danger that follows both of them. The thrilling conclusion to Billionaires in Disguise: Lizzy is a whirlwind of suspense,

Cash, who was several inches over six feet tall, emerald-eyed, ripped, gorgeous, his tailored suit clinging to his athletic body, sporting a British accent, and loaded.It had

shocking revelations, and the healing power of love.

seemed like such a good idea at the time.But now, three years later, she and Cash have become friends. They travel together for work often, and they're the best of

A Prince Incognito Blair Babylon 2021-06-11 One wild quickie with a sexy stranger might destroy Rae. She should have gone home when she’d had the chance, but

buddies.When Rox gets thrown out of her apartment, Cash insists that she come live with him until they can find her a place because that's what friends do.Now,

tall, blond, ripped Wulfram von Hannover had proved too much of a temptation for small-town girl Rae Stone. She should have left college and gone home, where

even though everyone insists that Cash never goes after married women, something about him has changed. There are little touches, little slips, and Rox is more and

they would have shunned her for leaving in the first place. No, she shouldn’t have. Sometimes, love has a way of working out. And it’s going to work out in Paris.

more tempted to tell hunky, gorgeous Cash that she never was married.And then he'll take her and break her, and then he'll walk away, and then she'll lose her job,

Under Parr Blair Babylon 2021-09-14 Jericho Parr is a tall, handsome, cocky rich guy who’s gotten everything he’s ever wanted in life with a twinkle in his

and she still hasn't found a place to live.And yet, every time he looks at her with mischief in his dark green eyes, every time they're teasing and it somehow turns

devastatingly blue eyes, but he’s going to lose this time. Newcastle Golf Club is the hub of my community. So when hunky Jericho Parr buys the club and is going to

into tickling, every time she swats at him and somehow ends up in his arms, she wants so much to risk everything.What's a working stiff to do when she falls in love

change it, I’m going to fight him every step of the way. Fighting him would be a lot easier if Jericho wasn’t a cocky flirt who knows how dang handsome he is. With

with her friend, the boss?

a dirty sparkle in his blue eyes and an iron determination, he’s out to change the most important parts of NGC. When I try to reason with him, he won’t budge an

A Billionaire in Disguise Blair Babylon 2013-12-17

inch. When I try to explain the importance of it, he smiles that dashing, mischievous grin and goes right back to work. So I’m going to try everything to get him to

Leave Him Loved Harloe Rae 2021-02-19 I’m a city girl—born and raised. A towering high-rise that overlooks the hustle and bustle is where my future should lead.

listen to me. Everything is on the table, and on his desk, and in the shady clearing behind the fifth fairway. But he’s still working like a demon to obliterate the

Living in farm country? That possibility never had a place on my bucket list. Until now. Bumping into Reeve Colton—local bachelor and shameless flirt—on my

charming parts of NGC like he’s on a deadline. Something else was going on with him. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ If I lose this bet, it will

introductory stroll down Main Street is a pleasant surprise. The small-town charm of Bampton Valley begins sinking in that afternoon. Maybe this temporary

bankrupt the company that I and my three best friends have built for the last ten years. But to win it, I have to destroy what Tiffany Jones loves the most. It was a

relocation is a blessing in disguise. What starts as a bit of fun becomes complicated in a hurry. It turns out Reeve and I have more in common than our mutual

stupid, drunken, New Year’s Eve bet. We would each buy a golf business, and whoever increased their business’s net worth the most would win the bet. But we

appreciation for good barbecue. But that won’t change the inevitable. When my contract is done, I’ll be leaving him—and Bampton Valley—behind.

each bet a hundred million dollars. And we all bet against Gabriel “The Shark.” The winner will walk away with half a billion dollars. The other four guys will be

A Prince Incognito Blair Babylon 2021-06-11

bankrupt. So I bought Newcastle Golf Club, a picturesque but struggling community golf course in New England. I had big plans to turn it around, invest in the course

Violence Against Vulnerable Groups Hilary Brown 2004-01-01 The abuse and intimidation of vulnerable groups including children, people with disabilities and older

and the club, and attract members from the McMansion enclave of new millionaires who’d made their fortunes in tech and Boston real estate just a few miles away.

people, is a common occurrence, whether it takes place in family homes, residential facilities or public places. This publication explores the roots of violence against

But I didn’t count on the club’s golf instructor, Tiffany Jones, standing in my way. She’s a sweet, curvy woman with the golf swing of a ballet dancer and the

these groups and reviews the work of the Council of Europe to address this issue. It develops a social model of vulnerability, reviews current research, and analyses a

personality of a momma bear who’s protecting her cub. I mean, club. She insists that the Newcastle Golf Club is an important part of the community as it is, and my

range of preventive strategies, clarifying the mandate which governments and mainstream agencies hold in relation to vulnerable citizens.

plans to upgrade and raise the membership dues will destroy its most important role. But if I don’t, I’ll lose the bet and my friends’ investments. But she’s beautiful,

Cruel Money K.A. Linde 2019-01-22

and she’s passionate, and she’s absolutely fascinating to talk to. I want to show her the whole world and see it through her eyes. But first, I have to win the bet, or

A Tycoon Undercover Blair Babylon 2021-06-11 One wild quickie with a sexy stranger has changed Wulfram’s life forever. I’ve been living undercover in the US for

Gabriel “The Shark” will walk away with everything we’ve worked for. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Blair Babylon’s Bio: "I'm passionate about books and

years. No one realized that the man living a very private life in the Southwest was the child victim of an infamous crime in Europe decades before. But my privacy

literature. Books delve into what it means to be human and connect us to each other. I write intense, deeply imagined romance novels for serious readers because the

has come at a cost. Yes, my security personnel are also my league basketball team and poker blokes, and my staff and I are fond of each other because they’ve been

world needs more love." ~~Blair Babylon For readers of JS Scott, Pippa Grant, Lucy Score, and LJ Shen, Blair Babylon is an award-winning, USA Today bestselling

with me for years. Women have never been a problem. I’d created a pocket universe where I was safe. But when sweet, beautiful Rae Stone walked into my life,

author who used to publish literary fiction. Because professional reviews of her other fiction usually included the caveat that there was too much deviant sex and too

everything changed. I want to make her mine, but it’s too dangerous for her. The world is still looking for me. What I didn’t consider is that Rae’s family might come

much interesting plot, she decided to abandon all literary pretensions, let her freak flag fly, and write hot, sexy, suspenseful romance. . . . . . Google Subjects Billionaire

looking for her and put us both in danger. . . . . . . . . . Google Subjects: Billionaire, rich, wealthy, royal, prince, royalty, suspense, mystery, mistaken, identity, romantic

romance, royal, prince, rich, Monaco, mistaken identity, romantic comedy, romcom, suspense, billionaires in disguise, political thriller, nobility royalty aristocrat,

comedy, romcom, fun, fluffy, random, laugh, billionaires, in, disguise, Monaco, Paris, France, vacation, beach read, series, billionaire millionaire rich wealthy, nobility

comedy humor, new adult, billionaire, rich wealthy, royalty, aristocrat, prince, millionaire, women's fiction, historical, 21st century, quick read, short, serial, romance,

royalty aristocrat, comedy humor, new adult, billionaire, rich wealthy, royalty, aristocrat, prince, millionaire, women's fiction, historical, 21st century, quick read,

suspense, thriller, erotic romance, free romance books, free romance book, college, suspense, funny, billionaire, rich, wealthy, romance, erotic romance, female

short, serial, romance, suspense, thriller, erotic romance, free romance books, free romance book, college, suspense, funny, billionaire, rich, wealthy, romance, erotic

protagonist, racy, free, freebie, free book, free ebook, free romance ebook, free romance book, free romance novel, secret, love triangle, suspense, thriller, free book,

romance, female protagonist, racy, free, freebie, free book, free ebook, free romance ebook, free romance book, free romance novel, secret, love triangle, suspense,
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thriller, free book, free romance books, alpha male, erotic literature, free, free ebooks, free erotica, free erotic stories, erotic fiction books, bad-boy erotica, free ebook,

Valentine is different. Very different. Read about: • Rhiannon, the sassy, curvy back-up singer who goes on to forge her own career, a female protagonist you’ll love! •

billionaire romance, romance, free romance ebooks, Billionaires in Disguise, Rock Stars in Disguise

Tryp, the drummer, who is falling into a well of despair, but a roadie with a small taste for pyromania fishes him out. This enemies to lovers story is one for the ages. •

Never Gonna Happen Cynthia Eden 2020-06-16 No. Absolutely not. He will not fall in love with his best-friend’s little sister. He is not that guy. So…yeah, okay, Alyssa

Cadell, lead guitar virtuoso, who is fighting his own addictions and his secret baby daughter’s fatal illness. His secret baby is a different take on the trope that will make

Kyle is gorgeous and funny, and she’s slipped into more than a few of his fantasies over the years, but Sebastian Ridgeway is not about to cross that particular line. No

you ugly cry. • Peyton, the hanger-on who should have been a concert pianist, after he ran away to follow the woman he loved but who didn’t love him, and finally

way. No day. Today is the day. Alyssa’s in trouble. Someone shot at her—actually shot at her—and now she’s getting all kinds of threatening messages. Messages that

gets his own HEA. This second chance lovers book is a hot and steamy romp through the life of a rock and roll star. They’re all rock stars in disguise, and they’re

say she’s about to pay for her brother’s crimes. Only her brother is a computer gaming designer, not some secret agent. The bad guys out there have obviously made a

finally all in one book, just for you. Includes: What A Girl Wants (Rock Stars in Disguise: Rhiannon) Somebody to Love (Rock Stars in Disguise: Tryp) The Rock Star’s

mistake. There is no mistake. Sebastian and Alyssa’s brother, Antony, have been working the spy game for years. They started as hacking teens but graduated to the

Secret Baby (Rock Stars in Disguise: Cadell) Santa, Baby (Rock Stars in Disguise: Peyton)

big leagues—and their gaming company is just their cover. Apparently, their cover has been blown. Now some of the bad guys they’ve taken down want

Just This Once Rosalind James 2014-11-21 Everyone needs to be rescued sometimes. Everyone but Hannah Montgomery, that is. She just needs a vacation. Three

payback—and Alyssa is being targeted. Her brother is out of the country, gone dark on an assignment, and Sebastian can’t just leave Alyssa on her own to face the

weeks Down Under, a vacation in New Zealand to sort out her life, figure out what she wants, seems just right. Oh, and to relax. She should definitely put that on the

wolves. Not happening. So… Time to get close. He moves Alyssa into his home. Provides twenty-four seven protection for her. He figures he can keep his secret desire

agenda. She certainly isn't looking for a sexy fling with a professional rugby player, no matter how attractive he is. Hannah doesn't do casual. But maybe just this once

for her in check—he’s done it for years, after all—or at least, that’s the initial plan. Until he finds out that Alyssa has been longing for him. That he’s starred in more

... As much as he's shared with Hannah, Drew Callahan has kept one very big secret. He's the captain of New Zealand's All Blacks rugby team, and the most famous

than a few of her fantasies, too. All bets are off. He’s held back for years, thinking he was doing the right thing. Thinking he’d never truly deserve a woman like her.

rugby player on earth. And learning the truth, now that she's back home again, has made Hannah warier than ever. Drew knows that she's right for him. But how

But if Alyssa wants him, if Alyssa needs him, nothing will stop him from claiming the woman who owns his heart. Not the bad guys who are closing in, not the

can he convince her to let down her guard enough to explore what they could have together? Go Down Under in this steamy New Zealand sports romance. Fans of

government who wants his tech, and not even Alyssa’s big brother. Keep his hands off her? Stay away from Alyssa? Sorry, that’s…NEVER GONNA HAPPEN.

Jill Shalvis, Catherine Bybee, and Kristin Higgins will enjoy this book.

Absolutely, one hundred percent…Sebastian will not let her go, and he will prove that he is the guy—the only one—for her.

Billionaires in Disguise: Rae, Complete Omnibus Edition Blair Babylon 2015-05-07 The first Billionaires in Disguise Romance from USA Today Bestselling Author Blair

Hard Work Blair Babylon 2021-04-16 Casimir and Rox have a lot to work out after she flounces out of his office, and what the holy heck is going on with the law

Babylon. One wild quickie with a sexy stranger will change Rae's life forever. All Rae wanted was to open a clinic for autistic kids. To do a little good in this world.

firm’s partners? Was someone was watching them through a telescope from the top of the hill by Casimir’s house? And who caused the car accident that almost killed

To help some kids who were trapped in darkness and fear. But a statistics class tripped her up. She is losing her scholarship, which means that she's leaving college to

him? You don't want to miss the steamy, exciting conclusion of the Secret Billionaires: Casimir Duet! . USA Today Bestselling Author Blair Babylon writes bestselling

go back to her poverty-stricken hometown. It's too late for grants. Too late for loans. No job exists that can pay for college tuition. She's finished, and she has to go back

romance books that will free your mind. These five star billionaire boss, enemies to lovers, friends to lovers, and romantic comedy romantic novels quickly turn into

to her family and their repressive beliefs who thought she was better than she ought to be for trying to go to college, anyway. She has three weeks of freedom left.

suspense thriller books that will make your pulse pound and soothe your heart. Whether the couple are trapped in a pretend marriage or there’s only one bed, Blair’s

Her friends tell her that there is a job that could help her, the place where they work, where she might be able to make enough cash for tuition because they do. So

books are like romancing your own duke, mister, or billionaire. Some are an ugly cry, some are an affair to remember with a king or a prince, and some are a few

they take her to an upscale party to meet the guy who runs it, and they tell her all about their boss: his cold, calculating gaze, how he can see through anyone, how no

shades darker, but all are unputdownable. Fans of Danielle Steel, E.L. James, Helen Hardt, Anna Todd, and Charlotte Byrd will love Blair's romantic books and

one even knows his real name, and how he might be a psychopath. But Rae doesn't meet their mysterious boss. She meets The Blond Hottie who tells her that his

romance audiobooks. Set your heart free and download these fantastic, complete series!

name is Wulf. He's even taller than Rae, probably six feet-four, with a strong jaw and dark sapphire blue eyes, and an athlete's build. If you had three weeks of college

How Propaganda Works Jason Stanley 2015-05-26 How propaganda undermines democracy and why we need to pay attention Our democracy today is fraught with

freedom left before you went home to your fundamentalist family, what would you do? Rae shoves The Blond Hottie up against a wall in dark bedroom, and then all

political campaigns, lobbyists, liberal media, and Fox News commentators, all using language to influence the way we think and reason about public issues. Even so,

Hell does break loose. How can one quickie change everything so fast?

many of us believe that propaganda and manipulation aren't problems for us—not in the way they were for the totalitarian societies of the mid-twentieth century. In

Falling Hard Blair Babylon 2014-04-19 Special offer to get Book #2 FREE included! Sometimes, falling in love means falling hard. Lizzy meets two men: Theo and

How Propaganda Works, Jason Stanley demonstrates that more attention needs to be paid. He examines how propaganda operates subtly, how it undermines

Mannix. One of the men seems to want to protect her, and the other wants to own her. Theo is as sweet as his caramel eyes. The handsome, bright lawyer wants to

democracy—particularly the ideals of democratic deliberation and equality—and how it has damaged democracies of the past. Focusing on the shortcomings of liberal

save the world and to take a relationship with Lizzy slowly, too darn slowly. Mannix is a blue-eyed, smoldering ex-pro-football player with a taste for the disturbing.

democratic states, Stanley provides a historically grounded introduction to democratic political theory as a window into the misuse of democratic vocabulary for

Both are gorgeous. Both want her. But Lizzy is broken. For the first time, she wants to not be so broken anymore. Romantic and suspenseful, Falling Hard sizzles with

propaganda's selfish purposes. He lays out historical examples, such as the restructuring of the US public school system at the turn of the twentieth century, to explore

sex and explores the power of love to heal the deepest wounds. This free new adult romance ebook on Google Play has some elements of suspense, a thriller,and

how the language of democracy is sometimes used to mask an undemocratic reality. Drawing from a range of sources, including feminist theory, critical race theory,

romantic comedy, but it is an erotic romance. I hope you enjoy my free romance books. ~Blair Babylon USA Today Bestselling Author Blair Babylon writes bestselling

epistemology, formal semantics, educational theory, and social and cognitive psychology, he explains how the manipulative and hypocritical declaration of flawed

romance books that will free your mind. These five star billionaire boss, enemies to lovers, friends to lovers, and romantic comedy romantic novels quickly turn into

beliefs and ideologies arises from and perpetuates inequalities in society, such as the racial injustices that commonly occur in the United States. How Propaganda Works

suspense thriller books that will make your pulse pound and soothe your heart. Whether the couple are trapped in a pretend marriage or there’s only one bed, Blair’s

shows that an understanding of propaganda and its mechanisms is essential for the preservation and protection of liberal democracies everywhere.

books are like romancing your own duke, mister, or billionaire. Some are an ugly cry, some are an affair to remember with a king or a prince, and some are a few

Won Evelyn Adams 2015-07-02 From USA Today and New York Times bestselling author Evelyn Adams, Won is the final part of Luke and Claire's complete story.

shades darker, but all are unputdownable. Fans of Danielle Steel, E.L. James, Helen Hardt, Anna Todd, and Charlotte Byrd will love Blair's romantic books and

Get WIRED, the first part of the trilogy for free. Emotionally constipated billionaire developer, Luke Masters might finally be learning to love. His strong sexy

romance audiobooks. Set your heart free and download these fantastic, complete series!

electrical contractor, Claire English has blown down his barriers and claimed his heart. Just because he’s decided to give this relationship thing a try, doesn’t mean it’s

Bad for Me (a Billionaire Romance Novel) Aubrey Dark 2015-11-30 Sometimes a good girl needs to be bad.I only had one shot. One chance to impress Clint Terrance,

all smooth sailing. Old habits die hard and Luke’s had a lifetime to pick up the bad ones. Claire’s battled desperately to keep her heart safe from the selfish billionaire

the baddest billionaire playboy in the NYC music scene. One song to make all my dreams come true.So I did what I had to - I tugged on a sexy red dress, slipped on

who owns her body and wants her soul, but against her better judgment, she’s fallen in love. Luke has promised her the world and more importantly his heart. She’s

the highest heels I could stand in, and sung my heart out.I never expected it to work.Now he's after me. The fake me. And I'm starting to realize that one song was

not sure whether to believe him, but she’s already lost. It’s too late to turn back now. With something far more sinister than a broken heart threatening to rip them

only the beginning, and a billionaire's desire is more dangerous than even I can handle.I've always been a good girl. All I've ever cared about was my family, my

apart can they find their way back to each other and the love they’re just learning to trust or will they lose everything?

music, and the farm I grew up on. I've built my whole life around that,and I'm in a good place. A stable place.So why does one man's touch make me want to throw it

Sweet Dreams Marika Ray 2018-02-15 I just want to drink hot chocolate all day, but that guy with all the muscles and the killer tan is super distracting. As a new

all away?

business owner selling gourmet hot chocolate to tourists and locals alike in our little beach town, I don’t allow for distractions. My plans are set and they don’t include a

Cora Seton 2014-05-18 Mason Hall, Navy SEAL, knows all about difficult assignments, but his current mission is one for the

man. But things heat up faster than I can handle when a bronzed lifeguard pursues me in the most delicious of ways. Mix in a stalker determined to throw me off my

record books. Not only must he find a wife—and get her pregnant—or forfeit the ranch his family has prized for generations, he must also convince his three brothers

game and an ass-kicking Squad of friends…well, then you have a comical situation. If it was happening to someone else. I may appear to be a damsel in distress, but I

to marry, too—before the year is up. Who knew one city girl and three wayward brothers could put up such a fight? Regan Anderson can’t wait any longer to meet

can save my own damn self, thank you very much. And I might just keep that hot lifeguard as the whipped cream on top of my sweet dreams. Sweet Dreams is the

Mr. Right, so she’s taken matters into her own hands. She’s quit her job, given up her nice apartment and undergone all the preliminary appointments to prepare for

first book in a series of small town romance novels with a splash of humor. If you like strong, sassy heroines, witty banter, and happily ever afters set at the beach,

artificial insemination. Still, becoming a single mother is daunting, so when she spots Mason’s Wife Wanted ad on the Internet one night, she’s ready for a few laughs.

then you’ll love Marika Ray’s Beach Squad series.

She’s sure the ad must be fake, but when Mason answers back, she soon finds herself wanting more than a long distance relationship. If Mason can just keep her talking

Post Cinematic Affect Steven Shaviro 2010 Post-Cinematic Affect is about what it feels like to live in the affluent West in the early 21st century. Specifically, it

until he makes it home from Afghanistan, he’s sure he can convince Regan he’s her man. But when he whisks her off for a trial run in Chance Creek, they’re in for

explores the structure of feeling that is emerging today in tandem with new digital technologies, together with economic globalization and the financialization of more

an unpleasant surprise. The ranch is in ruins, the house has been stripped, and they’re going to have to work day and night to beat Mason’s deadline to win it back.

and more human activities. The 20th century was the age of film and television; these dominant media shaped and reflected our cultural sensibilities. In the 21st

Can two strangers pull together against all odds? Or is this mission doomed to fail? The Heroes of Chance Creek: BOOK 1: The Navy SEAL's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK

century, new digital media help to shape and reflect new forms of sensibility. Movies (moving image and sound works) continue to be made, but they have adopted

2: The Soldier's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 3: The Marine's E-Mail Order Bride BOOK 4: The Navy SEAL's Christmas Bride BOOK 5: The Airman's E-Mail Order

new formal strategies, they are viewed under massively changed conditions, and they address their spectators in different ways than was the case in the 20th century.

Bride BOOK 6: The Navy SEAL's Second Chance Bride

The book traces these changes, focusing on four recent moving-image works: Nick Hooker's music video for Grace Jones' song Corporate Cannibal; Olivier Assayas'

Playing Rough Blair Babylon 2018-03-07 Be careful whom you submit to.Lizzy is trapped. Her new boyfriend Mannix Bonfils and his business partner Theo Valencia

movie Boarding Gate, starring Asia Argento; Richard Kelly's movie Southland Tales, featuring Justin Timberlake, Dwayne Johnson, and other pop culture celebrities;

have bought The Devilhouse, and her job is gone. Her estranged parents keep calling, wanting her to quit college to coach Olympic-level gymnastics, the life she

and Mark Neveldine and Brian Taylor's Gamer.

escaped at sixteen.Mannix demands that she give up more and more control, and he becomes rougher, more frightening, with her. Her estranged parents keep calling,

Bitter Heat Mia Knight 2019

wanting her to quit college to coach Olympic-level gymnastics, the life she escaped at sixteen. Sports reporters stalk her college dorm, looking for the feel-good

Rock Stars in Disguise: The Boxed Set Blair Babylon 2019-12-17 Rock and roll bands are pits of self-destruction, drug abuse, and insanity. And then there are the bad

homecoming story she dreads. Mannix's sexual power games grow more disturbing every day, and someone tries to shoot them at The Devilhouse, narrowly missing

ones. Killer Valentine breaks all the rules: that the back-up singer is supposed to sleep with the lead singer, that roadies and musos must hate each other, that the band

Lizzy. Even though she wants to stay with Mannix, to grow stronger, to be loved, and to fulfill her commitment, everyone is telling her to get out, but they all seem

is the most important thing in the world and everything else comes second, even sick kids, and that second-guitar players eventually wither away and die. But Killer

to want something from her.When Theo offers to help her leave, should she stay with Mannix or go back to the prescribed life she thought she had escaped?

The Navy SEAL's E-Mail Order Bride
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